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Comment at i ones Matheniaticae Universitatis Carolinae 
8,1 (1967) 
THE CONCEPT OP RANK AND SOME RELATED QUESTIONS IN THE 
THEORY OF MODULES 
Vlastimil DLAB, Canberra 
(Preliminary communication) 
The present results extend the ideas of C1J; their ap-
plications show some new aspects of the theory of modules; 
in particular, they generalize some results of A.W.GOLDIE 
[20 and -EBEN MATUS [ 3 ] . The results were partly read at 
the IMC in Moscow, August 16-26, 1966. 
Let R be an (associative) ring with an ident i ty . De-
note by X the family of a l l i t s proper ( i . e . ¥* R ) l e f t 
ideals , by y & A the subfamily of a l l irreducible 
ideals . For L e X and p € R , the symbol L:p stands 
for the ( l e f t ) ideal consisting of a l l ^ 6 R such that 
i l f € L . 
Let M be a (unitary l e f t ) R -module; put Mp « M \ { 0 } . 
The order of X 6 M i s denoted by 0(x); hence 0(cx)e 
€ 06 i f and only i f «x € M0 . 
Evidently, 0(px) » 0(x): p for any pe R and X e Mp-
We refer to £lj for the definitions and some basic facts 
concerning dependence over modules. 
1. Let T be an index s e t . For t e Tf l e t ^ £ 
£ S& be a subfamily satisfying 
L * ^ A p « R N L - » L ! p e ^ . 
Then, define PJ £ £ by 
L £ if «-*• ̂ P (peR\L-*Lip*f)-
Evidently, 
L € ^ A p « R N L - > L . p « ^ 
and 
£' 0 if . 0 -i i 
Put mi 
% m % U % ' 
Now, consider the set 2 of all functions of the in-
dex set T into f-4, 4j and, for each -f € £ r , define 
the subset M^ of an R -module M by 
x 6 M4 <-+ ocx) € n r ?t*
Ci> . 
Clearly, M̂  (£ M9) have the following two simple proper-
t i e s : 
( i ) X t M4 A f* $ Q(x)-> p X € Mj -, 
( i i ) * 4* f -> M̂  n Mr « JK . 
Hence, 
( i i i ) x € Mr A p x € Mf -* f ~ r . 
Also 
(iv) * * # u T M, <- 0 ( x ) ^ n ?f* . 
The following two lemmas are of fundamental importance: 
Lemma \. Let Wt & Ur M+ be a maximal independent 
subset of M • Then, for any 4 € lr , 
Wt, * ?2t n Mf 
is a maximal independent subset of M , * 
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Lemma 2. L t̂ 73tL (fe 2r) be an independert subset 
of Mf , Then, 
is an independent subset of M . Moreover, if Ht^ aire ma-
ximal in Mj and if a subfamily # & X exists such 
that 
L € i£ »> J j O ( p € R N L A L j p f ^ ) 
and 
U f 3 ^ for every inf in i te T'£ T-
then Wt i s maximal in M . 
In particular, W, i s a maximal independent subset of 
M provided 
( i ) for my T' £ T there i s a f i n i t e T*£ T ' such 
that 
( i i ) T i s f i n i t e . 
2. Some applications, (a) Let T*<11, d*1 * V . 
Then, (P^ consists of what will be called strongly redu-
cible ideals. Denote the corresponding subsets of M by M1 
and M M • 
There exist maximal independent subsets ?3t of M such 
that Ml fi M t u M - 1 and any such ^ is a disjoint 
union of a maximal independent subset Tftl^ of M^ and a 
maximal independent subset /Wt--r of Mmi . The cardinality 
taJuL Cnt^ ) is an invariant of M .On the other hand, any 
element of V%^ can be replaced by two elements of M ^ so 
that the resulting subset is again independent. 
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Define 
\CM)m coJCeLCnt), */t(M) * *u^ cwuLCm.) 
and 
* ( M ) - ift CM) + ** CM) 
and ca l l * * CM ) the Irreducible rank. */t CM ) the re -
ducible rank and *CM) the complete rank of the module M. 
An R-module M i s aaid to be tidy i f * n, CM) «• 0 . 
*/lCM)~ 0 ( i . e . M^ m 0 ) for any R -module M , i f 
and only i f R haa the property CZ) of 1 . Thus, the pro-
perty Cj) of a ring R expres3es the fact that every R -
module i s t idy . Since any ( l e f t ) noetherian ring has C J ) 
( c f . C U ) , the above def init ion of /cCM) extends the def ini -
t ion of rank of Goldie f 2] to arbitrary R -modules. 
(b) Let T= {-I,!} , £>/ » J and 3* be the 
subfamily of a l l (proper) maxi ideals in R • Here an ideal 
L £ R i s said to be maxi in R i f , for every p € R \ L f 
there exist9 & € R\ ( L : p ) such that L : & p i s e s -
sent ia l in R . The ideals of f£ wi l l be called mini 
(in R ) . 
The particular value of the concept of a maxi ideal res t s 
on the fact that i t allowa to extend the definit ion of torsion 
and torsion-free R -module8 to the general case J An R -mo-
dule M i s said to be torsion i f the order of each of i t s 
elements i s maxi. The set of a l l elements of maxi orders of 
an arbitrary R -module M i s an R-submodule, - the tor-
sion R -sufonodule TJ. of M . M i s 3aid to be torsion-
free i f TM * { 0 } . 
M / The quotient R -module "̂ M i s torsion-free for every 
£ -module M . 
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Denote by M * ^ . , ,„ . the subsets of M corres-
n i ) , t (2.) 
ponding to the intersections 
1 1 
Here, M f f u M f > f = M* of (a ) . There exist maximal 
independent subsets W of M such that Wl s U M4(i) 4(2) 
and any such fl?£ i s a disjoint union of maximal indepen-
dent subsets W>4(„%4(%) of M4(4)t4(A) • 
Again, 
<ia*a, c m , , , , ) ^ +** CM) 
and 
ca*<i (9t1pmi^ » * * (M) 
are invariants of M and are called the ire#»riueiblft tor-
s&pR raqjc and Irrequcfl.b.Ie torsion-free rmfc of M , re s -
pect ively^ Thus, 
\(M) = iffi(M) + * * * CM) ; 
{i tt(M) « if>t(TM) , 
l*n CTM ) - 0 
and 
" * C M > - i f / c C M / T M ) -
In f a c t , the la t ter relation i s a particular case of the 
following formula 
tf*CM) * *** (N) + if*(M/N) 
which holds for any R -submodule N of M • These r e -
su l t s extend again those of [ 2J«. 
(c) Let A/ be the equivalence defined on the sub-
family J as follows: 
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L1 ~ Lt*- Li ' P, " V P2 * R for certain ft , Pi
 € * ' 
Denote the corresponding partition of J by <T '• 
^ ~ < * « » « « T • 
TT i s a refinement of { & n 9' $1 n ?'" J of <b) and, 
f * ' 7 •* 
thus, we can write 
where T~ TJ u T%9 ^ ^ . <f n % a n d ^ ^ -
Put !f£ m trt f or t 6 T . Then, besides 
U rPf * £* of (a ) , also 
n (P:1 « ^ ' of (a). 
•4 #T * -f 
Hence, any maximal independent subset 1ftt of an 
g> -module M such that W, s M^ u Mm1 (which exists 
by (a)) i s a disjoint union 
m mjj nt u /?n , 
ttT t '1 7 
where ffitt i s a maximal independent subset of the set M̂  
of a l l elements of M of orderes belonging to ^ Ct e T ) 
and $?£ t o a maximal independent subset of Mmi of (a) . 
Again, for f e T , 
CMXCL C Ift^ ) & *H, CM) 
i s an invariant of M and wil l be called the IT. -£flnj£ of 
M . ~ 
Thus, 
# % if *t 
*tt(M)*T \(M) and \(M)*X„ */t (M) . 
iftT, h*Tz 
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In particular, if /tCM) -» A f then the orderes of all non-
zero elements of M belong to the same family 3T for m 
certain t e T". 
Let us remark that in the case when R is a commutati-
ve noetherian ring, there is just one prime ideal f* in 
every ir4 and we can call, in accordance with the termi-
nology of abelian groups, the cardinality K(M) the 
R -rank of the R -module M • 
(d) The latter results can be used to generalize some 
of the results on injective hulls of R -modules of Matlis 
L3). 
Tit ""T^^i is a maximal independent subset of an R -
module M if and only if the direct sum ^ © R x ^ is essen-
tial in M • Thus, if an R -submodule N is essential in 
M 9 then 1fl c N is a maximal independent subset of N 
if and only if it is a maximal independent subset of M • 
Since M is essential in its injective hull H C M ) , we 
get immediately 
*/tCM) m */t C H C M ) ) , 
where # can be replaced by any of the symbols from 
{i, *,, it, if, Jr±\ . 
Let H be an inject ive R -module* Then,, the elementa-
ry properties of dependence yield immediately the equivalen-
ce of the following statements ( c f . f3 l ) s 
( i ) H i s indecomposable* 
( i i ) fcCH) - 1 • 
( i i i ) For any 0 4* X e H, 0(x ) e 7 and H « 
*• HCRx ) S* H C * / O C x > ) . 
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(iv) H * H C R / L ) for L € J . 
Also, for Li , Lz € J , 
H C R/L1 ) ST H C
R / L 2 ) 
i f and only i f Lf and L2 belong to the same equivalen-
ce class sr of ( c ) . 
Denote the indecomposable in jec t ive R -module corresponding 
to sr by H (?r) . 
Let WC - i*4,}i € i be an independent subset of M 
such tha t OCx4) e J (i e I ) ; l e t HCM) 2 M be 
an in jec t ive hul l of M . L e t H ( R x^ ) be an in jec t ive 
hul l of R » - in HCM ) for i e 1 . Then 
< H C R * . ) .> . <£> H(Rx4 ) -
Summarizing) we can formulate 
Theorem. There i s a one-to-one correspondence between 
the equivalence c lasses jr e TV. and the indecomposable 
in jec t ive R -modules H (Jr) * This correspondence amounts 
in the case of commutative noetherian r ings R to a one-
to-one correspondence between the prime ideals P -5 R 
and the indecomposable in jec t ive R -modules H C P) (cf. 
[ 3 J > . 
I f M i s an R -module and HCM) i t s in jec t ive h u l l , 
then H(M) contains a d i rec t sum 
( * ) © H.CJT) with c**dCln)~ */cCHCM))m*k CM)} 
ЗГ 
on the other hand, any maximal direct sum of indecomposable 
injective R -modules contained in H C M ) has the form 
( # ) • In particular, any two direct decompositions of an 
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R-module into direct sums of indecomposable infective 
R-modules are isomorphic and can be described by a cardi-
nal-valued function on TL (cf.£3J). 
Ftirthermore, if M is tidy (see (a)), then ( #) is 
essential in H ( M ) and thus, HCM) is, up to an iso-
morphism, uniquely determined by the function i -
f (*r) -r . ** C M ) 
defined on TTj-, . Again, this latter statement amounts 
in the case of (commutative) noetherian rings R to the, 
up to an isomorphism, unique decomposition of an injecti- * 
ve R -module M into the direct sum of indecomposable in-
jective R -submodules described by a cardinal-valued func-
tion on the family TTJ-, (the family of prime ideals of 
R ) which is well-defined by any essential submodule 
of M . 
4 
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